Magistraturaya qəbul – 2019
İngilis dili üzrə dinləmə mətninə aid test tapşırıqları
Listen to the passage and answer questions 1 – 5.
1. What is the passage mainly about?
A) the origin of the languages
B) the Hungarian language
C) the Chinese language
D) the most difficult languages to learn
E) ways of learning a second language
2. Complete the sentence.
If the second language differs greatly from the native tongue, … .
A) people always avoid learning this language
B) it is easier for everyone to learn it
C) it is difficult for most people to learn it
D) we never use it professionally
E) people learn it faster than usual
3. Choose the correct statement according to the passage.
A) The first language cannot affect learning a second language.
B) The languages belonging to the same family are easier to learn.
C) People consider Chinese to be the hardest language because it has a difficult sound system.
D) The only factor to be taken into consideration while learning a language is its writing system.
E) People learn the language faster when they learn it independently.
4. Complete the sentence.
It is not easy to answer which the most difficult language is because … .
A) the languages have similar writing systems
B) the first language influences the second one
C) there are many factors to take into account
D) this issue has not been fully researched yet
E) it mostly depends on the structure of our first language
5. How does the Chinese writing system affect learning this language?
A) It makes the language learning complicated.
B) It makes the language easy to be learnt.
C) The use of the language for professional purposes becomes necessary.
D) People long for learning this language.
E) The language learning process does not require much effort.

